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A five-day excavation took place in Area B between August 2-August 6, 2020 in Area B. The
excavation was directed by Naama Yahalom-Mack and Nava Panitz-Cohen and the participants
were students of the Institute of Archaeology of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, along with
Harel Shochat of Haifa University. The goals of the excavation were to excavate and remove the
Islamic burials in the northwestern part of the area (Squares C–D/1) and to reach/expose Iron
Age IIA elements below these later intrusions. An additional goal was to expose more of the
destruction context to the north and south of the early entranceway revealed in Wall 5720 at
the end of the 2019 season (Squares C–D/19–20).

Aerial view of area from end of 2019, focusing on Squares C-D-E/1, 19-20 (western part of the
area), where excavation took place in 2020
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Islamic Burials
A series of built graves, oriented east-west, are located along the southern part of Area B and
are arranged in terraces; three have been identified in the uppermost terrace in Square C/1, two
in the middle terrace in Square D/1 (“the mausoleum”) and one in the lower terrace (eastern
part of Square D/1 and western end of Square E/1. The three in the upper terrace were
excavated this season and the walls of the others were mostly dismantled. The burials were
excavated by physical anthropologist Alon Barash and all bones were removed for study and
reburial; a separate report on the skeletal remains will be written and filed by him.

Square C/1
7771 (southern): The grave with its capstones measured ca. 1.4 m length and 60 cm width; the
depth from the bottom of the capstones to the skeletal remains was ca. 40 cmThe large
capstones covering this grave were removed and very poorly preserved skeletal remains were
recovered. No burial goods were found. The upper course of the stone walls of the grave, mostly
unworked and of large and medium size, was removed; it seems that there are two extant
courses to the bottom of the grave.
7756 (middle): The grave with its capstones measured 1.4 m length and 75 cm width; the depth
from the bottom of the capstones to the skeletal remains was ca. 60 cm. the large capstones
covering this grave were removed and poorly preserved skeletal remains were recovered. No
burial goods were found. A torso fragment of a zoomorphic figurine (87029) of unknown date
was found in the debris that filled the grave, along with a few unindicative sherds and a tiny
piece of glass (discarded). The upper course of the stone walls of the grave, mostly unworked
and of large and medium size, was removed; it seems that there are two extant courses to the
bottom of the grave. This grave is dug into Locus 7741, a layer of debris that was excavated in
2019 and contained mixed Iron II and later pottery.
7740 (northern): This grave measured 1.8 m length and 1.0 m width; the depth from the top of
the walls to the skeletal remains was ca. 60 cm; the grave lacked capstones. Poorly preserved
skeletal remains, including a skull (facing south), were recovered. No burial goods were found.
Some sherds and animal bones were found in the debris that filled the tomb. The walls were
built of large and medium unworked stones and were removed down to the lowest course on
the south and a few stones on the north (the eastern end was lacking stones).
This grave was dug into the Iron Age IIA debris that is the southern continuation of Locus 7861,
the burnt debris in front (south) of the early entranceway in Wall 5720 that was excavated in
2019 here. This is visible in the section formed below grave 7740, which is the southern section
of Square D/20 (see photo DSC00082). The lowest level excavated this season when dismantling
the northern wall of the grave was 400.60 m; at this level, a dome-shaped stone weight (87064)
was found when dismantling the lowest stones in the NW corner of the grave; it might, in fact,
belong to the Iron IIA debris below.
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Photo DSC00347. Looking east, Square C/1. Islamic burials 771, 7756 and 7740, and
surrounding elements.

Debris Surrounding Islamic Burials-Square C/1

General cleanup and sparse excavation of the area between the graves excavated this season
yielded some pottery and animal bones; in the area between graves 7740 and 7756 – Locus
7741 – a stone cylinder seal (87035) was found at level 401.27 m. Preliminary examination of
the seal points to a Neo-Assyrian or Neo-Babylonian date.

Squares D-E/1
Middle Terrace of Islamic Burials (Square D/1)
The area to the east of Wall 6710 (the western wall of the ‘mausoleum’) in Square D/1 was
excavated with the goal of dismantling the previously excavated Islamic burials 7731 (north) and
6736 (south). The area to the south of 6736, a mantle of stones that might be collapse or a fill
laid when the grave was built (Locus 7745) was excavated and the stones were removed. On the
far south, below the stones, an east-west row of large stones was revealed (Locus 8702) running
along and into the southern balk (top: 400.48-400.57 m). These might be part of yet another
grave, or perhaps a wall. They were not excavated nor drawn/measured in. Below stones 7745
was a layer of debris -8704 – that abutted the large stones of 8702 and also the southern wall of
grave 6736. This layer was excavated down to 400.34 m. On its eastern end was a concentration
of stones – one large and several smaller ones – that might have been a marker for these graves,
or perhaps for the one on the lower terrace to the east – 7845 (see below). These stones were
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not removed this season. In the northwestern corner of the square, below the stones of Wall
6710, what looks like a corner of two stone walls was revealed. This remained unnumbered and
also it is not clear if it represents a wall or some other feature.

DSC00238. Square D/1, looking east; below layer of stones 7745 is debris layer 8704 abutting
grave 6736 on the north and stones 8702 on the south; note concentration of large stones in
southeastern part of Locus 8704 – collapse? Grave marker?

DSC00178. Square D/1, looking northwest; ‘mausoleum’ wall 6710 with grave 6736 built
against it; debris 8704 in foreground; note possible corner of earlier wall (unnumbered) in
lower left (northwest) corner
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The walls of grave 6736 were dismantled down to their lowest course. They were built of a
combination of worked and unworked stones, some very large (mainly in the northern wall).
The walls of grave 7731 were dismantled down to their lowest course. Like 6736, they were built
of a combination of worked and unworked stones, medium and large sized. The northern wall
was particularly well built when viewed from the interior of the grave, yet its outer face was
covered by a disorderly layer of small stones and debris. This wall cut into the southern part of
the Iron IIA stones 7855; the lowest course of the northern wall of the grave might have
incorporated into it some of the stones belonging to this wall, although this is not certain. The
lowest level excavated inside the grave (below the skeletons) was 400.18 m which is lower than
the stones of 7855, so it is possible that when the grave was dug and built, it removed the Iron
Age stones. On the east, the wall of the grave was excavated as Loci 8711 (south) and 8712
(north; the latter contained some Iron II pottery along with a few later sherds. The northeastern
stone of the grave’s lowest course – top level 400.54 and bottom level-400.40 m.

DSC00073. Square D/20, looking northwest; grave 7731; meter stick on eastern wall of grave;
note well-built northern wall cutting Iron IIA stones 7855

DSC00082. Square D/1, looking northwest; meter stick on top of northern wall of grave 7731;
note mantle of small stones and fill on the northern face of this wall, above stones 7855.
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The area between graves 6736 and 7731 was excavated as Locus 8705. It contained stones and
hard debris that was packed, probably as a fill, between the two graves. Excavation down here
revealed the well-built nature of the grave walls. Excavation here ended at level 400.30 m –
where an east-west row of stones, close to the northern wall of grave 6736, was revealed. It is
possible that this was the original base of the latter wall, although it is possible that it belongs in
some way to the Iron Age II layer below. Some pottery and animal bones were found here.

DSC000448. Square D/1, looking west; graves 6736 and 7731 dismantled down to lowest
course; debris layer 8705 between them; east-west stones in middle of photo possibly the
base of grave 6736.

Lower/Eastern Terrace with Islamic Burial (Square D-/1)
Some 20 cm lower than the middle terrace described above with graves 6736 and 7731 is yet
another grave – 7845. This grave was excavated in 2019 and the goal this season was to
dismantle as much as possible in order to expose the Iron Age II wall 7773 below. The area to
the south of the grave contained a mantle of stones just like in the middle terrace described
above – Locus 7828. These were removed using the locus number 8708 and were found to cover
a debris layer similar to 8704 on the middle terrace – here it was designated Locus 8715. This
layer of soft debris rested on top of a very hard white plaster floor – 8714 – at level 399.99 m; its
floating level is 399.85 m. This floor was visible in the western balk of Square E/1 in the previous
season and now is revealed to the west. Grave 7845 clearly cut it on its north. A very poorly
preserved baby burial in a pit – Locus 8709 - was found cutting the northwestern part of the
plaster floor. It was located against the southeastern part of grave 7845, possibly related.
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DSC00177. Squares D/E-1, 20, looking northeast; foreground left: grave 6736 and large stones
to its south; center and lower right: grave 7845 with stones 8708 to its south, covering plaster
floor 8714. Iron II Wall 7773 and the northeastern part of Ilan’s room in right background.
X marks large stone covering the western wall of Ilan’s room.

DSC00091. Square D/1, north on top; stones 7828/8718 above plaster floor 8714; baby burial
8709 cutting northeastern corner of floor; grave 7845 in north

DSC00235. Same as previous photo, with entire plaster floor 8714 exposed and southern wall
of grave 7845 dismantled to lowest course
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Wall 7773
Removal of the southern wall of grave 7845 and the northern part of plaster floor 8714 (see
photo DSC00235) revealed the western continuation of Iron Age IIA Wall 7773. The wall was
traced to the west up to the center of grave 7845 and continued to the west beyond; this will be
revealed when the rest of the grave is dismantled. It is clear that the builders of grave 7845
utilized the top of the Iron Age II wall to establish the grave. It is likely that Wall 7773 had
cornered with ‘wall’ 7855 (presently a large stone collapse but assumed to have been a northsouth wall extending from Wall 5720; see below). This provides additional important
information concerning the plan of the casemate citadel complex.

DSC00436. Squares E-D/1, looking east; southern wall and bottom of grave 7845 and northern
part of plaster floor 7845 removed to reveal top of Iron II Wall 7773; in upper left corner (in
sun) – southeastern corner of “Ilan’s room”.

DSC00443. Squares D–E/1, looking west; Iron II
Wall 7773 revealed under grave 7845, after removal of southern wall and interior debris of the
grave. Plaster floor 8714 on the south.
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Squares D/1, 20: West/Northwest of Ilan’s Room
A strip ca. 1.4 m wide (from east to west) extends from the west under late graves 6736 and
7731 (south) and Iron II stones 7855 (north) to the east along the western wall of Ilan’s room
(south) and stones (wall?) 7774 (north). This strip is bordered on the north by Wall 5721 and on
the south by a small balk formed under the very large stone block that covers the northwestern
corner of Ilan’s room.

Area marked in photo – Squares D/1, 20, north on top. X marks large stone block above
western wall of Ilan’s room. Western part of the marked area was excavated as 8716; eastern
part of area (higher step) was excavated as 8719.
Locus 8716
Excavation between the subsidiary balk formed under the eastern end of grave 7731 and the
western wall of Ilan’s room (6794) continued the locus excavated here in 2019 – 7881,
designated now 8716. Excavation proceeded down for ca. 10 cm in a layer of light-colored hard
debris. During excavation in the northern part of the locus, the western continuation of the
northern wall of Ilan’s room – Wall 6788 – was revealed, although after ca. 25 cm it
disappeared. It became clear that this was due to a disturbance that cut the matrix of Locus
8716; the disturbance is composed of soft dark earth with gravel and stones and apparently was
related to the digging of grave 7731. It may be surmised that Wall 6788 had continued further to
the west and perhaps cornered with stones/wall 7855.
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A relatively large amount of pottery was found in 8716, including sherds of a restorable storage
jar in the southwest (87076 and continuation baskets); this jar is similar to those found in Area
K, with red slip and hand burnish and a deeply incised X on one handle. In the northeastern part
of the locus, near the ‘stub’ of Wall 6788, sherds of a thin Samaria ware bowl were found
(87082). A flat-topped stone in the southeastern corner of the locus might indicate a floor level
(399.74 m) although this is not certain. This layer abuts the threshold in the northern end of the
western wall of Ilan’s room (6797).

DSC00185. Square D/1, looking west; subsidiary section under late grave 7731, with a
disturbance penetrating the Iron II layer caused when grave was dug visible in right (north)
part of section; meter stick on top of Locus 8716, before beginning of its excavation; light
colored debris with white flecks visible in section – Locus 7881
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DSC00315. Square D/1, looking east; Locus 8716 west of Ilan’s room; note western
continuation of Wall 6788 on the left cut by later disturbance; x marks large stone block
covering the top of the western wall of Ilan’s room.

DSC00327. Square D/1, looking north; Locus 8716 excavated to level of flat stone (with X);
meter stick in later disturbance that cut western continuation of Wall 6788.
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Locus 8719
Excavation took place on the northern end of the abovementioned strip (see photo above),
between stones/wall 7855 on the west; Wall 5721 on the north and stones 7774 on the east,
which might represent the collapse of a north-south wall. Excavation took place for only part of
one day and thus did not reach the level of 8716 to its west, although the two spaces are
obviously one and the same. This step, some 15 cm higher than 8716, is the continuation of
Locus 7822 that was excavated here in 2019.
The disturbance that was identified in the northwestern part of Locus 8716 was not identified
here, possibly because the level is higher but possibly, the disturbance did not reach so far
north. The matrix was similar to that of 8716 to the south, light-colored hard debris with whitish
flecks, but no clear traces of burning. In the corner of stones 7855 and Wall 5721, the sherds of
a Hippo jar (87104) were found at 400.10-400.15 m. This is the first instance of such a jar found
at ABM. The rim and upper body were removed but the rest of the jar remains in situ since it is
covered by the easternmost stones of 7844. This supports the idea that at least part of 7855 is
collapse, although it seems likely that there is a wall ‘hiding’ in this collapse and that its eastern
face is not far from the location of the Hippo jar. A small BOR bowls herd (87106) was found as
well. Concerning the phasing of this layer with the jar, it remains to examine the relationship of
it (and 8716 to the south) to the interior of Ilan’s room and to the context excavated to the
south of the early entranceway in Wall 5720, where burnt destruction debris with restorable
pottery is found.

DSC00405. Square D/20, looking north; Locus 8719 between stones 7855 on the left (west)
and Wall 5721 in the back (north); arrow points to sherds of Hippo jar
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DSC00411. Square D/20, looking north; closeup of corner with Hippo jar from previous photo;
meter stick on Locus 8719

DSC00417. Square D/20, looking west at stones 7855 and Hippo jar in corner between them
and Wall 5721
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Western Casemate Room and Early Entranceway in Wall 5720
At the end of 2019, excavation to the south of Wall 5720 in Square D/20 (and the eastern end of
C/20) revealed a layer of burnt debris and stone collapse (Loci 7823, 7835, 7861) with restorable
pottery resting on a stone pavement in front (south of) what appears to be an early
entranceway through Wall 5720. The top of the entranceway appears to have been levelled with
a row of stones above which a fill was laid in preparation for the construction of an additional
course (extant) of large stones. Two possibilities should be considered: 1) these stones (and fill
above them) mark a leveling element above the only entranceway laid to prepare for the rebuild
of Wall 5720; 2) these stones mark a threshold of a later entranceway which was also levelled,
with Wall 5720 built above it.
The one-entranceway scenario seems to be supported by the relatively consistent destruction
debris abutting the southern face of the wall around the entranceway; no surface that could be
associated with this later threshold was identified here. A candidate for such a surface may have
existed on the north in the western casemate room: Locus 6746 and the row of stones; its
elevation is 15-20 cm lower than the stones in the top of the entranceway, but they could have
coexisted. If indeed these stones and the fill above them (visible so far only in the southern face
of the wall) belong to a later threshold, then we would have to separate the upper layer of the
destruction debris (8713, 7835) from the lower layer (8717, 7861), and conclude that there were
two burnt destruction episodes, although this evidence is visible only on the southern face of
Wall 5720. If so, the rebuild of Wall 5720 represented by the large stones covering the upper
threshold would be contemporary with Wall 6705 and belong to an even later phase in this
room.
One threshold:
B-4a = rebuild of Wall 5720 on top of blocked entranceway + Wall 6705, debris 5801/6721 +
bottom of Wall 5791?
B-4b= layer 6746 with stones + Wall 5720
B-4c=stone floor 7788 and early entranceway with burnt debris 7835-7861/8713-8717 to south
and 8703/floor 8721 to north inside room - DESTRUCTION
Two thresholds:
B-4a=cancellation of later entranceway by rebuild of Wall 5720 on top + Wall 6705
B-4b=rebuilt entranceway with stone threshold – BURNT DESTRUCTION + surface/stones 6746
to the north – NO BURNT DESTRUCTION
B-4c=stone floor and early entranceway with burnt debris 7861/8717 to south and 8703/floor
8721 to north inside room - BURNT DESTRUCTION on south and north
The question of the northern wall of the western casemate room in all three sub-phases remains
open, as it seems that both 5791 (east) and 6722 (west) are floating above the elements of B-4a,
although it is possible that they did serve as the northern wall which was built higher due to the
topography. This is supported by layer 5801/6721 abutting Wall 6705 and the bottom of 5791
(although the latter is not secure).
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ABM19-B-182. Early entranceway in Wall 5720 with stone pavement and fallen massebah,
looking north-end of 2019.

In order to clarify the entranceway and the burnt layer (7874, 7861) that was associated with it,
reaching down to the stone floor (7888) that runs through it, excavation took place both to its
north, in the western casemate room and in the south, to the west of the exposed stone
pavement leading through the entranceway, in the western part of Square C/20.

Ortho photo- Squares C-D/ 19-20, north on top, showing areas excavated this season: inside
the western casemate room (6746) and Locus 7811.
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The Western Casemate Room
Excavation in the western casemate room began on the level of Locus 6746, a layer considered
to be a possible surface due to the east-west row of flat-topped stones running along the
northern part of the room. It should be kept in mind that on this level, the northern wall – 5791was floating, as was the western wall – 6705 (although on a lower level than 5791) – such that
the only architecture related to this layer was Wall 5720, the southern wall of the room.
Removal of layer 6746 was designated Locus 8701 and included the assumed floor makeup as
well as material below; the locus was excavated for some 15 cm. It was composed of lightcolored hard debris with white flecks (plaster?). The room was sectioned along the southern
side of the row of stones, so that a subsidiary northern section was left in the room, and only
the southern part was excavated. It was found that below the easternmost stone was a pillowshaped stone that seemed to support it, while the central and western stones had small stones
below that might be random. On the same line as these stone, and some 35 cm to the east, an
additional stone was revealed on a slightly lower level, although it differed in that it was roughly
square and was limestone. Adjoining this stone on the south was a patch of hard whitish plaster.
The levels of 6746/8701 are 400.88 (top of middle stone) down to 400.74. At this point, the
matrix began to change and the locus was changed to 8703.
Locus 8703 (400.74-400.45 m) was composed of two different types of matrix: in the west, the
earth was softer and of darker color, with relatively more pottery and bones (although the room
did not contain much of either), while in the east (up to the eastern balk of Square D/20), the
matrix was light-colored and hard, somewhat similar to that of 8701. The softer dark (burnt)
matrix seemed to fan out from west to east and expand as excavation proceeded down,
although the far eastern part of the room did not contain any burnt material all the way down to
what seems to be the floor level (8721), which appears to slope down towards the east.

DSC00091. Looking west; excavation down south of stones/layer 6746. Note darker matrix in
the west.
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DSC00134. Square D/19-20, looking northeast; excavation in southern part of western
casemate room, leaving stones and layer 6746 in situ. Note fourth eastern squarish stone and
white plaster to its south. Color and matrix in west is darker and more burnt than in east.
At 400.45 m, a flat-topped basalt stone was reached in the northwestern corner of the
excavated area, with a clear eastern lintel of the entranceway. This lintel is exactly on line with
that in the southern face of Wall 5720; only ca. 20 cm of the entranceway was revealed here on
the northern face of the wall since later Wall 6705 and the section below it blocks the western
continuation. Above the stone was a layer of light brown hard clay, with some patches of black
brick or burnt material. On this layer (a strip of which was left along the western section) was
the upper part of a large flask. The section created under Wall 6705 clearly shows the sequence
excavated in the western part of the room, with the burnt layer of 8703 sloping down from
north to south, towards the entranceway. In this burnt layer was a concentration of legumes
(87096; identified tentatively as fava beans) at 400.66 m.
A lower course in Wall 5720 was revealed in its southern face, with the surface 8721 abutting it.
This course is built of the same large and mostly unworked stones as the rest of the wall.
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DSC00199. Square D/19-20, looking south; southern part of western casemate room
excavated almost to floor level; arrow pointing to eastern lintel of entranceway; note clay
patch in front of entranceway, just above stone (see following photo)

\
DSC00270.
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DSC00385. Square D/19-20, looking south. Closeup of
eastern lintel of entranceway and stone floor from inside western casemate room; note clay
patch left against the balk (right).

DS00271. Square D/19-20, looking south at Wall 5720, from entranceway (west, left) up to
eastern balk of square on the right (east)
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DSC00264. Square D/19-20, looking west; meter stick near easternmost stone (squarish) in
row of 6746, with remains of white plaster adjoining it on the south. Southern part of room
excavated to floor level – 8721; note burnt material concentrated in the west, near the
entranceway.

DSC00278. Square D/19-20, looking west at section under Wall 6705
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DSC00299. Square D/19-20, looking north; section under layer/stones 6746. Note pillowshaped stone under third stone from the west.

Early Entranceway in Wall 5720-Southern Face
The goal of exposing the western lintel of the early entranceway in Wall 5720 on its
southern face was not reached, due to the limited time available. A one-meter wide
probe conducted in the southeastern corner of Square C/20, along the projected
western line of Wall 5720, revealed the same sequence as excavated directly in front
(south) of the entranceway in 2019: a layer of hard brick debris (7811), a layer with a
more burnt matrix and a relatively large amount of pottery, bones and olive pits (8706,
8713) and a very burnt layer resting on hard clay just above the floor with a large basalt
stone (8717).

Location of probe – northern end of Locus 7811 along line of southern face of Wall 5720
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Locus 7811 is a layer of hard debris abutting the top course of Wall 5720. It was covered
by surface 7752 which was related to installation 6780, a small circle of stones adjoining
the very top of the westernmost stone of 5720. The phasing of Surface 7752 remains
ambiguous since no clearly indicative pottery was found; it might belong to the elusive
late Iron IIB horizon. Locus 7811 was excavated for ca. 10 cm (401.50-401.40 m) along
its entire length, and yielded very little pottery and few bones. When it proved to be a
larger task than expected, a small probe was conducted along the projected western
face of Wall 5720. Locus 7811 was closed when a concentration of stones – designated
8707 – was exposed along the northern edge (balk) of the probe, and Locus 8706 was
opened. Locus 7811 was excavated from 401.50 to 401.40 m and may be possibly have
been a fill laid above the burnt destruction debris when the entranceway was blocked
and Wall 5720 was rebuilt on top of it.
This locus is equivalent to 7810 excavated to its east in 2019.
Locus 8706 is a layer of debris that is mostly similar to 7811, although it is softer and
contains somewhat more burnt material; it was opened due to the appearance of a
collection of stones - 8707 - in the northern part of the probe. Some pottery and bones;
the locus was excavated from 401.40 to 401.14, the floating level of the stones. This
locus is the top of the destruction layer associated with the early entranceway. When
stones 8707 were floating, the matrix changed to a somewhat more burnt one and
Locus 8713 was opened.
This locus is equivalent to 7823+7835 excavated to its east in 2019.
Stones 8707 (401.40-401.14 m) run roughly west to east, with a medium-sized squarish
stone on the west and a diagonal northeast-southwest line of smaller stones to its
southeast. It does not seem that these stones are a built element and are most likely
collapse, although only excavation from a higher level to the north in Square C/19 will
be able to determine this question. If indeed these are collapse, then they, along with
Locus 8706, may be joined with Locus 8713 (see below) as the destruction debris south
of the southern face of Wall 5720 to the west of the early entranceway. Note that in the
description of Locus 7823, excavated to the east in 2019, collapsed stones that often
look like installations are mentioned. These recall 8707.

DSC00145. Square C/20, looking east; stones 8707 in north side of probe; top of pottery in
8713 emerging
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Locus 8713 (401.15-400.94) represents the more burnt matrix from the bottom level of
stones 8707 although see comment above) down to the very burnt layer above the clay
covering the stones in the entranceway (Locus 8717, see below). Note that the top of
this locus begins just about on the same level as the row of stones in the top of the early
entranceway that are considered to be post-destruction. This layer yielded restorable
pottery, including a storage jar (87053 at 401.15 m), a fragment of a painted Bichrome
krater 87052 at 401.09 m, an almost-complete bowl (87061 at 400.99 under the storage
jar) and the bottom of a tripod cup (87062 at 400.95 m). A substantial amount of olive
pits was found in this small area, both in situ and from sifting. When a somewhat more
burnt and softer matrix appeared (400.94), 8713 was changed to 8717.

DSC00153. Square C/20, looking south. Burnt debris 8713 with pottery

storage jar and Bichrome krater

DSC00158. Pottery in Locus 8713 looking north;
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Locus 8717 (400.94-400.45 m) marks the burnt debris that went down to the level of the
floor in the entranceway, marked by a layer of hard light brown clay (400.60/55 m) on
top of a large flat-topped basalt stone (400.50/45 m). 8717 contained less pottery than
8713 although it too had many olive pits. Some charcoal and two bead fragments were
found as well as a tiny Greek sherd (87081, 400.94). Samples for flotation were taken.
The level of the clay and stone surface is exactly the same as that found inside the
western casemate room related to the eastern lintel (see above).
At 400.94 m, a concentration of small stones in the balk against the assumed location of
the western lintel was found (designated 8720); it is not clear whether they are collapse
or some built element related to the assumed lintel. Their location just about on line
with the westernmost stone laid on top of the early entranceway suggests that they are
indeed a marker of this western lintel; if so, then the entranceway would have been ca.
1.1 m wide. Exposure of the southern face of Wall 5720 will determine this question.
At the end of the season, a small step was left in Locus 8717, with the western part ca. 8
cm higher than the eastern part where the stone floor was reached.

DSC00165. Squares C-D/20, looking northwest; section of the probe south of western part of
early entranceway in Wall 5720; stones marked 1-4 are the blockage/repair in the upper part
of the entranceway; note pottery in Locus 8713
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DSC00462. Squares C-D/20, looking north at entranceway in Wall 5720; stones 8720 might
indicate location of western lintel

DSC00359. Same as previous photo, looking northwest. Floating stones 8707 in top left
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DSC00454. Squares C-D/20, looking west; meter stick on stone floor 7788; newly exposed
stones of this floor – to the west of the stick.
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